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International Relations and Study Abroad Service Staff
Lugano Campus

Team

Arianna Imberti Dosi, Head Ilaria Juon, collaborator Maurizia Ruinelli, collaborator

Office 202 Consulting hours
By virtual meeting only. Please send us
an email to fix a time and date. 

e-mail: relint@usi.ch
Website: www.usi.ch/relint
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YOU will play an active role in the organisation of YOUR exchange semester. 

WE will be your point of reference throughout the entire process and WE will assist you in 
the organisation of your study abroad period. 

THE SUCCESS FACTOR OF 
YOUR MOBILITY EXPERIENCE 
LIES IN…. 
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Sources of information \ 1

Study Abroad Guide
Informative and detailed document. It contains the answers to most of your questions.
https://www.desk.usi.ch/sites/default/files/storage/attachments/relint-study-abroad-
guide.pdf

Covid-19 disclaimer
The information contained in the guide do not take into 
consideration the current Covid-19 pandemic. Because 
the situation is unpredictable and may develop very 
fast, specific provisions and information on the Covid-19 
pandemic and mobility at partner universities are shared 
ad-hoc and are normally available on the partner 
universities' websites. 

https://www.desk.usi.ch/sites/default/files/storage/attachments/relint-study-abroad-guide.pdf
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Sources of information \ 2
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Sources of information \ 3

Long Night of Careers
Attend our session, and let yourself be inspired by the testimonials of former USI 
students who have boarded one of USI's mobility programmes during their studies.

Date: 19 November 2020, part I online
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Sources of information \ 4

Information about partner universities:
https://www.usi.ch/en/partner-universities-academic-mobility

Links to 
factsheets

https://www.usi.ch/en/partner-universities-academic-mobility
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Sources of information \ 4
Fact sheets of partner universities
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Sources of information \ 5

Experience reports written by former USI exchange students: 

https://www.usi.ch/en/end-study-reports

You can access this area 
with your USI credentials

https://www.usi.ch/en/end-study-reports
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Sources of information \ 5

Experience reports written by former USI exchange students: 
https://www.usi.ch/it/universita/info/relint/rapporti-soggiorno
Access with your USI credentials

They are listed by programme and 
destination: 

MMG-ap-UNISG
MKTG-fb-NTU
MAP-tn-UNIGE

https://www.usi.ch/it/universita/info/relint/rapporti-soggiorno
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Typology of study abroad programmes \ 1

• Swiss mobility: an agreement between Swiss Universities assures the mutual
recognition of the study plan, exams, and semester of the student involved in the 
Swiss Mobility Programme.

• Swiss-European Mobility Programme (SEMP): allows higher education students 
to carry out a period of study at another partner university in Europe.

• International Exchange programme: USI has bilateral agreements with 
prestigious universities outside Europe, namely in Australia, Brazil, China, Russia, 
Singapore and the US.

• Freemover programme: university that has no bilateral agreement with USI (fee-
paying programme)

• Summer Schools: regularly promoted at: https://www.usi.ch/en/mobility-billboard

https://www.usi.ch/en/mobility-billboard
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Internal application procedure \ 1

Full information and procedure: 
https://www.desk.usi.ch/en/usi-students-mobility-organizational-aspects (chapter
«before departure»)

Fill in the internal application form available at 
https://content.usi.ch/sites/default/files/storage/attachments/relint/relint-exchange-form-
outgoing.pdf

With your application you must submit the following documents:

• Most recent transcript of records (available in Italian and/or English under “Grade 
consultation” at: www.esami.lu.usi.ch);

• Photocopy of language certificates; 
• Signed learning agreement;
• Motivation letter in the language of study.

Late or incomplete applications are not accepted.

Deadline: 21 February 2021

https://www.desk.usi.ch/en/usi-students-mobility-organizational-aspects
https://content.usi.ch/sites/default/files/storage/attachments/relint/relint-exchange-form-outgoing.pdf
http://www.esami.lu.usi.ch/
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Internal application procedure \ 2
Language requirements

Some universities require a specific English certificate and/or a specific score. This 
information is usually indicated on the fact sheet. 

In any case, we ask for evidence of language proficiency because it is one of the 
internal selection criteria.

It is the student’s responsibility to verify if a specific language certificate is necessary. 

Test results must be available by the deadline of the internal application.
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Internal application procedure \ 3
How to complete the Learning Agreement/Study abroad 
programme proposal

Browse through the course catalogue of the host university (not always up to date) and choose the 
courses you wish to attend. The Learning Agreement/Study abroad programme proposal must be 
approved by the reference person at USI.  

IMPORTANT:
Acceptance to the courses is not guaranteed until arrival at the host university and is subject to 
availability, pre-requisites and bidding system. Be ready to change your study plan!  

Any change in the Learning Agreement/Study abroad Programme must be approved at USI 
no later than one month after the beginning of the semester abroad. The updated plan has to 
be sent to the International Relations Office to ensure recognition in the student’s degree for the 
courses successfully completed abroad. 
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Internal application procedure \ 3
Who should I contact to have my Learning Agreement/Study abroad 
programme proposal approved?
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Selection

The selection process takes place once a year in March for both Autumn and Spring
semesters. There is the possibility to apply (only for the forthcoming Spring semester)
by 24 September without any guarantee that there will still be places available.

You can apply for two destinations in order of priority (mobility types can be mixed and 
the study plan and the motivation letter must be prepared for each destination).

Applications are evaluated and ranked based on the following criteria: 

- Weighted average of the most recent transcript of records;
- Number of ECTS obtained;
- Language certificate(s);
- Letter of motivation;

Students who are not selected for their first choice still compete for second choice.

Students will be informed by e-mail by mid of March.
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Registration at host university

All selected students will be officially nominated to the partner university by the 
International Relations Service. 

Nominated students will then be contacted by the coordinator of the host university with
all the details related to the exchange. 

It’s the student’s responsibility to follow all instructions and meet all deadlines of the 
host university. 

Most universities organise mandatory orientation programmes for guest students prior
to the beginning of the semester: check the dates (it can be that the retake exam 
session at USI in September will not be possible)

University of St. Gallen: a mandatory two-day Orientation Programme takes place prior 
to each semester. Students who do not attend will not be able to start the exchange 
programme. No exceptions are made. 
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Nominated students
Online workshop “The benefits of culture shock”

To be better prepared to face a period in a new country and culture, acquire or 
strengthen their intercultural knowledge and skills, The International Relations Service 
normally organizes a mandatory 2-hour workshop on the benefits of culture shock. 

The workshop revolves around theoretical concepts related to the meaning of culture, 
the stages of culture adaptation, how culture shapes our behaviour, our sense of 
community and helps us define our position in a given system. 

Considering the special situation related to the Covid-19 pandemic, we will let you 
know if and when the workshop will take place. 

The invitation to the workshop will be extended to all USI students. 
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To sum up

Until 21 
February

• Collect information about the different mobility options and destinations
• Consult the relevant documents (websites, factsheets)
• Prepare the internal application dossier

21 
February

• Submit the application dossier by 21 February 2021

Mid-March
• Selection and assignment of destinations by the International Relations Service

April/May
• Nomination to the partner universities by the International Relations Service

April/May

• Mandatory workshop for nominated students
«The benefits of culture shock»

May/June
• Submit the application to the host university respecting requirements and deadlines
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Last but not least…. Something about financial aspects

$$$
If you are still doubtful about a semester abroad, keep in mind that while you are away, 
you tuition fee at USI will be reduced by 50%. 

Furthermore, SEMP students will benefit from a scholarship of approx CHF 300/month. 
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Thank you for 
your attention
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Frequently
Asked
Questions
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Can I mix different types of mobility? 

YES, YOU CAN

Keep in mind that Swiss Mobility counts on an unlimited number of places. Therefore, 
if you apply for Swiss Mobility as your first choice, you will be almost automatically 
selected for this destination.  
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Can I take courses both at USI and at the host university? 

NO, YOU CAN’T

You are either enrolled at USI or at the host university. 
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Do host universities accept language certificates issued by USI? 

YES, BUT NOT ALL OF THEM

Most universities do accept certificates for language courses taken at USI as part of
the students’ study programme, but some require specific certificates (IELTS, TOEFL) 
and specific scores. 

Check the fact sheets carefully! 
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I am an Italian student and would like to go to Italy in mobility. 
Am I eligible for the SEMP scholarship? 

NO

Students who wish to spend the mobility semester in the home country cannot receive 
the SEMP scholarship. 
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Can I skip the Orientation programmes at the host university,
or arrive there after the beginning of classes? 

NO

Many universities have mandatory orientation programmes for incoming students. 
These meetings are crucial to get acquainted with the new campus and a new city. 

The University of St. Gallen, for example, does not accept mobility students who have 
not attended the orientation programme. 

Check the dates carefully, as they may overlap with the August/September retake 
exam session. 
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What is the position of USI for virtual learning or other aspects
related to Covid-19? 

Spending a semester in a high-risk country
USI will rely on the information issued by the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
FDFA. If necessary, USI may forbid travels. 

Online vs offline teaching
All teaching methods at the host university are accepted by USI. 100% virtual mobility 
from home does not give access to the SEMP scholarship. 

In case of need, can a master student go on mobility in the spring semester? 
In these exceptional times, the decision is made by the master director. 
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What happens if I fail an exam at the host university? 

You have 2 options: 

- You may catch it up at the next exam session, should the host university offer this 
possibility;

- You compensate it with a course at USI once you are back;
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Is there a minimum or maximum number of ECTS that I can obtain
during my mobility period? 

In general, the workload should correspond to a full semester (30 ECTS). However, 
students are free to take as many ECTS as their study plan requires. 

Please keep in mind, that certain universities require a minimum number of ECTS to 
be earned, for example: 

• University of St. Gallen: minimum 16 ECTS
• ETH Zürich: minimum 20 ECTS
• EPF Lausanne: minimum 20 ECTS
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For additional questions, do not hesitate to get in touch with us! 

Office 202 Consulting hours
By virtual meeting only. Please send us an email 
to fix a time and date. 

e-mail: relint@usi.ch
Website: www.usi.ch/relint
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